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In this paper we take the forward premium and exchange rate literature forward by asking whether data fre-
quency matters in that relationship. We use four frequencies of data, namely, quarterly, monthly, weekly and
daily. We find that data frequencies matter both statistically and economically. More specifically, we document
that investors prefer the forward premiummodel over a constant returnsmodel inmost countries whenmodels
are estimated using daily, weekly, and quarterly data, but not when using monthly data.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Background and motivation

1.1. Background

The subject of our investigation is the popular forward premium puzzle
documented in thefinancial economics literature. Aspopular as this literature
is, there is one feature of the literature thatmotivates us to re-visit the puzzle
and that is the different data frequencies used. There are some studies (see
Chang, 2013; Flood & Rose, 2002; Hansen & Hodrick, 1980) that use daily
data, some (see Bansal, 1997; Bansal & Dahlquist, 2000) use weekly data,
while others (see Al-Zoubi, 2011; Kim, 2013) applymonthly data.3 A feature
of this literature thatmotivates us toundertake thepresent study is that none
of the studies attempts to investigate the robustness of the results on the for-
ward premium using multiple data frequencies.

We do not test the forward premium puzzle. In fact, at the outset it
should be understood that the literature has accepted this forward premi-
um puzzle and several explanations have been provided for its existence.
For example, Fama (1984) and Hodrick and Srivastava (1986) associate
the puzzle with time-varying risk premium; Chakraborty and Evans

(2008) use the perpetual learning hypothesis to explain the puzzle;
Cornell (1989) attributes this puzzle to measurement errors in the data;
and the carry trade strategy role in this puzzle is proposed by
Brunnermeier, Nagel, & Pedersen (2009). Therefore, based on the
literature, we take this as given. Instead, we propose a different question:
do data frequencies actually dictate the results on the forward premium
puzzle? This question is relevant for two specific reasons.We, as applied re-
searchers, have not cared seriously about our use of data frequencies. We
have used what is “convenient” or “available” it may seem. This will not
do inpractice. Thereneeds tobe a clear understandingonwhether different
data frequencies lead to different results on the forward premium puzzle.4

An important question that arises andneeds to be dealtwith at the outset is
why does different data frequency matter?5 Before we proceed to answer
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this question, it is perhaps imperative to highlight here that the sensitivity
of econometric results to data frequency is quite extinct inmany areas offi-
nancial economics, as pointed out by one referee of this journal. The excep-
tions are those of Narayan, Narayan, and Sharma (2013) and Narayan,
Ahmed, and Narayan (2014), who show the sensitivity of commoditymar-
ket profits to different data frequencies.

1.2. Motivation

There are at least three reasonswhy data frequenciesmatter. First, it is
a well-known fact that relatively high frequency data provides additional
information (see Bollerslev & Wright, 2001). This implies that forward
premium-based models that are estimated using relatively high frequen-
cy data should forecast spot exchange rate returns much better than low
frequency data. That is not all though. By virtue of the additional informa-
tion in high frequency data, return forecasts based on forward premiums
should evince higher investor utility and profits compared with low fre-
quencydata.However, nothing is knownon these issues. It is this research
gap that motivates us to revisit the literature. In fact, when one reviews
the literature, which shows that forecasting performance is data
frequency-dependent, the evidence is only statistical. What will be of
equal, if not more, interest will be whether this superiority in a statistical
sense translates into economic gains (for investors) when using different
data frequencies. It would seem that this information will be relatively
more important to investors. Therefore, in our empirical analysis, we
take both a statistical test as well as an economic significance test of the
effect of the forward premium on spot exchange rate returns.

Second, consider what we learn from the use of different data fre-
quencies in other financial economics literature and the key implica-
tions, and it is those implications that motivate us. We begin with
Narayan et al. (2013), who examine commodity spotmarket return pre-
dictability usingmonthly and daily data. They argue that data frequency
matters for time-series evidence on commodity market return predict-
ability. They demonstrate that with daily data there is greater evidence
of return predictability compared to the use of monthly data. Consider
also Huang and Jo (1995). Their proposal is premised on the idea that
the factors that determine returns may be data frequency-dependent.
When they investigate this possibility using daily, weekly and monthly
data, they find that the number of factors that determine returns is not
at all frequency-dependent. Next, we read the mutual fund literature,
where we come across Elton, Gruber, Blake, Krasny, and Ozelge
(2010). They examine investmentmanager behaviour by using quarter-
ly and monthly data. They find results that are data frequency-
dependent and argue that themain reason is becausemonthly holdings
data capture a large number of trades missed by quarterly data.
Consider also the evidence from the volatility and return forecasting lit-
erature. In that literature, evidence suggests that high frequency data
improve volatility forecasts (see Andersen, Bollerslev, & Lange, 1999)
and return forecasts (see Maheu & McCurdy, 2011).

A final source of our motivation is the literature that models extreme
co-movements amongst financial assets. The role and influence of data
frequency in this literature have been shown by Zhang and Shinki
(2007). They analyse extreme co-movements and extreme impacts
amongst spot exchange rate returns. Their main finding is that extreme
impacts of high frequency data are stronger than extreme impacts of
low frequency data; the implication being, data frequency matters in fi-
nancial economics research and is not specific to a particular strand of
the literature.

From thesemotivations, given that the forward premiumand spot ex-
change rate return literature are based onmultiple data frequencies, as al-
luded to earlier, it exposes the literature to the possibility that data
frequency may have a role to play. This is exactly what we investigate.
We address this issue by considering 36 exchange rate markets. Motivat-
ed by the panel data approach proposed by Bansal (1997), we specify a
total of 13 panels of exchange rate markets. Of these panels: (i) seven
are based on income groups, namely, developed countries, developing

countries, high-income panel, middle-income panel, G6 panel, high-
income OECD panel, and high-income non-OECD panel; and (ii) six are
based on the geographical location of countries, namely, Europe and Cen-
tral Asia, Middle East and North Africa, East Asia and the Pacific, Latin
America and the Caribbean, South Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa.

2. Econometric approach

The aim of this section is to outline the empirical approach that we
use to analyse the forward premium puzzle. In this regard, we follow
Bansal (1997) and Bansal and Dahlquist (2000), where the spot ex-
change rate return is specified as a function of the forward premium
and, therefore, takes the following regression form:

gSit ¼ α0 þ α1 FPit þ εitþ1; ð1Þ

where gS is the growth form of spot exchange rate which is denoted by
(SRit + 1 − SRit)/SRit; SRit represents the exchange rate in US dollars per
unit of foreign currency i at time t; FPit is the normalised forward premi-
um, (FRit − SRit)/SRit; and εit + 1 is the projection error.

Since the expected currency depreciation (CDit), the risk premium on
the forward contract (FRPit), and the forward premium (FPit) are closely
related, adding and subtracting SRit + 1/SRit from the forward premium
and taking conditional expectations gives the following equation:

FRit−SRitð Þ
SRit

¼ E
SRitþ1−SRit

SRit
γj t

� �
þ E

FRit−SRitþ1

SRit
γj t

� �
: ð2Þ

In simple terms, Eq. (2) states that the sum of the expected currency
differential, CDit, and the forward risk premium, FRPit, gives us the for-
ward premium, FPit. Finally, γt denotes all the information, such as the
interest rate differentials of all currencies, available to agents.

There is also the possibility that the slope coefficient may be state-
dependent, which maybe a source of non-linearity. This motivation for
state-dependence of the slope coefficient has roots in the work of Bansal
(1997), who proposed a state-dependent regressionmodel of the follow-
ing form:

gSit ¼ α0 þ αþ
1 FP

þ
it þ α−

2 FP−
it þ εitþ1; ð3Þ

where FPit
+ and FPit

− are defined as follows:

FPþ
it ¼ FPit

0
if FPit N 0
if FPit≤ 0

�
; ð4Þ

FP−
it ¼ FPit

0
if FPit≤0
if FPit N 0

�
: ð5Þ

The variables, FPit+ and FPit
−, divide the forward premium into two re-

gimes; a regime inwhich the forward premium is positive and the other
in which it is negative. It should be noted that with regression (3) we
are able to capture any non-linear relationship between spot returns
and forward premium.

3. Data and results

3.1. Data

Our sample contains 36 countries. This choice is based purely on
data availability. In choosing the countries, because our approach is
based on balanced panel data models, we kept in mind the need to
have the same start and end dates for all countries and for all four fre-
quencies. Therefore, while many countries have exchange rate data,
they did not meet our proposed modelling requirements. Unfortunate-
ly, as a result, these countries were not considered. We use spot ex-
change rate and forward rates at four frequencies, namely, daily,
weekly, monthly and quarterly. This choice is representative of the
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